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     Varilight is the brand name of Doyle & Tratt Products Ltd, the leading British
manufacturer of dimmer switches and decorative switches and sockets. Our diverse
and innovative range is available throughout the UK and the rest of the world via the
electrical trade, retail and online suppliers.

     Established in 1972 manufacturing dimmer switches, Varilight naturally diversified
into decorative wiring accessories. Ground breaking innovations enabled the company
to pioneer new processes in forming metal plates, which have often since been imitated.
Varilight continues to manufacture in the UK, enabling fast response times and the
ability to fast-track product development and experiment with new materials and
processes to keep the Varilight brand at the forefront of cutting edge design, and leading
quality standards. Innovation in dimming technology has made Varilight world experts
in lighting control. In recognition of this expertise, Doyle & Tratt Products Ltd was
awarded the UK’s most prestigious recognition of business achievement, The Queen’s
Award for Enterprise in the category of “Continuous Innovation and Development” in
2006 and again in 2015.

     A clutch of industry awards have followed for Varilight, which was also the inaugural
winner of the “Innovation in Lighting Design” award at 100% Design in 2007 and a
“Decade of Design” finalist at the Lighting Design Awards in 2012.

     Meanwhile the dimmer switch continued to evolve with the development of V-Pro
intelligent dimmers, which have become the industry standard for controlling dimmable
LED lighting. This market-leading technology has been applied to a wide array of
LED compatible dimmer switches including remote control versions with scene setting
capabilities. The company is continuing to push the boundaries of lighting control
technology with the introduction of a new range of V-Com dimmer-switches capable of
handling large LED loads in commercial and domestic settings.

     Varilight continues to be run as a privately-owned family business with an unrivalled
commitment to service and value for money and now manufactures over 5000 product
lines. With its aim of holding stock of every product, Varilight’s UK manufacturing
capability enables it to react quickly to orders, for large project quantities.
Being UK based, Varilight is also able to quote for, and manufacture special
non-standard items with amazingly fast turnaround times. Just ask for Varilight’s
bespoke service.

      The core values upon which more than 40 years of business success have been built will
endure as a new generation continues to work hard to ensure that the Varilight brand
remains synonymous with quality, choice, value and innovation not only in technology
but also in leading the market in on-trend decorative finishes across the comprehensive
Varilight range of wiring accessories.





VARILIGHT FIXED RANGE

VARILIGHT VARIGRID/MODULAR RANGE
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DESIGN
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     By choosing Varilight sockets and switches, you are choosing timeless elegance, that will never 
go out of style, and a style that suits any interior. A wide range of finishes from functional and 
stylish Brushed Steel to elegant Jubilee Brushed Brass, classic Pewter and modern Matt Black.

     Thanks to the special design of the frames, they recede from the wall by only 3 millimetres, and 
the substance made of transparent plastic visually further reduces their thickness. Wiring accesso-
ries are offered with two ranges: Varilight fixed range and Varilight Varigrid collections. 

     Both offer a stylish minimalistic design and a wide range decorative finishes including Jubilee 
collection which is a modern interpretation of classic design. Frame edges decorated with a beaded 
ornament, reminiscent of the charming and graceful neoclassical style.
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     Varilight offers a wide range of one and two-gang switches: 

• Rocker Switches 
• Toggle switches 
• Momentary switches 
• Impulse (Push-On/Off) switches 
• Dimmers 

     The standard switch mechanism provides 2-point control, in addition there is a mechanism for 
lighting control from 3 places. So you can easily select the mechanisms that are most suitable for 
your project.
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 V is for Versatile

     Never before has there been such a choice of light sources for installers to choose from. We offer a 
comprehensive set of dimmer series to widen compatibility with this ever-growing array of lighting 
options. 

Best for: Filament Lighting
Features: Overload Protection (on some models)

Best for: LED Lighting
Up to 100W (Max. 10 dimmable LEDs)
Features: Soft Start, Overload Protection,
3 Dimming Modes, Adjustable Minimum Brightness

Best for: LED Lighting
Up to 100W (Max. 10 dimmable LEDs)
Features: Soft Start, Overload Protection,
3 Dimming Modes, Adjustable Minimum Brightness,
Remote Control, LightScene





MEDIA
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     With the Varilight data and television sockets you can create any combination of products for 
connecting multimedia devices. High quality audio jacks allow you to connect speakers to your home 
cinema, and modern information connectors transmit the signal in high permission. You just have to 
enjoy the achieved effect.





SOCKETS
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     High quality electrical outlet mechanisms ensure long lasting safe work throughout the 
entire service life. To charge electronic devices, USB chargers are offered, made in the same 
design, like other products.





Pewter EffectPewter Effect

FINISHES
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Matt Black
MB

Matt White

MW





For more information on products and services please visit 
www.colton.eu or contact: info@colton.eu


